
The Problem
The Investment Banking division of a large bank has to call 
or email counterparties to verify the amount and date of 
upcoming cash flows—a pre-confirmation process that was 
established to prevent settlement breaks. 

Called the derivatives cash-settlement team, five people 
in New York, New York and Raleigh, North Carolina were 
performing this task when this project began. But the 
team’s manager considered reallocating staff from pre-
confirmation to post-settlement break resolution. The 
project set out to answer the following questions:

If a discrepancy was discovered during the pre-confirm 
process, could we fix it in time to avoid a problem?

Was the cost to perform pre-confirmation worth the 
benefit derived?  

The Solution
A month’s work of cash-flow amendments and breaks were 
analyzed to determine if pending breaks uncovered during 
pre-confirmation were actually prevented.  

The data revealed that less than two percent of flows would 
break if we or the counterparty didn’t amend. In cases 
where we failed to speak with a counterparty, only 1.5 
percent of the receivables will break. Overall, if the bank 
didn’t pre-confirm, breaks would increase at most by six 
percent.  

The costs to pre-confirm and resolve breaks were then 
compared, finding that, overall, it would cost less to resolve 
breaks than to prevent them by pre-confirming.  Therefore 
the project focus immediately shifted to eliminating pre-
confirmation for all but the highest-risk cash flows.

A month’s worth of cash flows were analyzed to look for 
sub-populations with a low probability of breaking.  The 
cash flows were categorized by credit rating, counterparty 
type, currency, product, book, book cluster and processing 
system. Analysis revealed that certain products had a 
break rate of 6.1 percent vs. 22.8 percent for the general 
population. These certain products represented nearly one 
third of all pre-confirmations.  

Based on this analysis, the team:

Immediately stopped pre-confirmation for low-risk cash 
flows,  as long as the counterparty didn’t require pre-
confirmations.

Sent a letter stating that the bank would no longer be 
pre-confirming for low-risk cash flows in instances where 
a counterparty had asked for pre-confirmation.

Beefed up the break metrics to ensure cutting back on 
pre-confirms was not increasing the break rate more 
than anticipated.

Modified the automated settlements-matching system to 
remove low-risk cash flows from the pre-confirm work 
queue.

The Results
By eliminating the pre-confirmation step for low-risk cash 
flows, the Settlement team was able to gain two full-time 
equivalents of capacity. These FTEs, valued at $400,000, 
were reallocated to post-break resolution.

By focusing only on cash flows with a high potential for 
settlement breaks, the team is confident they have enough 
time each day to pre-confirm all high-risk cash flows.

Aside from the team’s results, it learned that when control 
steps like pre-confirmation are added to a process, care 
should be taken to make sure that the additional time 
and effort expended result in a proportionate decrease 
in risk. The operational-excellence program provides the 
quantitative tools for making this determination.
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Problem Solved.

Problem
Excessive time and resource spent on cash-flow 
confirmation

Solution
Analyzed cash-flow breaks and how they relate to 
pre-confirmation

Stopped pre-confirmation for low-risk cash flows

Modified settlements - matching system

Result
Savings and capacity increase of two FTE’s, or 
$400,00




